
SWOT ANALYSIS OF FOOT LOCKER

SWOT analysis is a vital strategic planning tool that can be used by Foot Locker managers to do a situational analysis of
the firm. It is an important technique to.

Interest rates are low, which provides an investment opportunity for large projects. It has a low-cost structure,
which provides it with an advantage over the competition. Rauch, P. With more cash in bank the company can
invest in new technologies as well as in new products segments. Mercer, D. It has come across as a mature
firm looking forward to bring out products based on tested features in the market. Pickton, D. Return on
Capital Expenditure: Foot Locker has been successfully able to generate positive returns on the capital
expenditure it has incurred on various projects in the past. Opening up of new markets because of government
agreement â€” the adoption of new technology standard and government free trade agreement has provided
Foot Locker an opportunity to enter a new emerging market. High employee turnover rates: Foot Locker has a
higher employee turnover rate compared to competitors. SWOT analysis may lead the firm to overemphasize a
single internal or external factor in formulating strategies. This should open a window of opportunity for Foot
Locker, Inc. Investment in Research and Development is below the fastest growing players in the industry.
The concept of corporate strategy, 2nd edition. What's swot in the strategic analysis? Liability laws in different
countries are different and Foot Locker may be exposed to various liability claims given change in policies in
those markets. This means that it has more people leaving the job, and as a result, it is spending more on
training and development as employees keep leaving and joining. On most media, there is more clutter than
ever, and customers are bombarded with multiple messages. Changing consumer buying behavior from online
channel could be a threat to the existing physical infrastructure driven supply chain model. Dealer
Community: Foot Locker has a strong relationship with its dealers that not only provide them with supplies
but also focus on promoting the company's products and training. It has successfully integrated number of
technology companies in the past few years to streamline its operations and to build a reliable supply chain.
Partnerships: Strategic partnerships are established by Foot Locker with its suppliers, dealers, retailers and
other stakeholders. Foot Locker is a brand that has been in the market for years, and people are aware of it.
People are often not appraised for their performance. Foot Locker can focus on these environmentally friendly
products and make use of this opportunity. Social Media: Foot Locker has a strong presence on social media
with more than millions of followers on the three most famous social media platforms: Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram. Reliable suppliers â€” It has a strong base of reliable supplier of raw material thus enabling the
company to overcome any supply chain bottlenecks. This investment has opened new sales channel for Foot
Locker, Inc.. The matrix is only a starting point for a discussion on how proposed strategies could be
implemented. Foot Locker has a diversified workforce, with people of many geographical, racial, cultural and
educational backgrounds that help the company by bringing in diverse ideas and methodologies of doing
things. Marketing strategy and management. Limitation of Weighted SWOT analysis of Foot Locker This
approach also suffers from one major drawback - it focus on individual importance of factor rather than how
they are collectively important and impact the business holistically. Growth in environmentally friendly
products and services. Develop environmentally friendly products through innovation, at a low cost so that
they could be sold at a low price S2, S4, O4. Foot Locker owns a number of intellectual property rights that
include trademarks and patents. The potential for an increase of the minimum wage could positively impact
this situation, but until such comes to fruition, it will remain a factor worth monitoring. This is one of the
major limitations of SWOT analysis. Technology enables better data to be collected on customers and
improves on marketing efforts. By the year , the company had predictably grown at an exponential rate.


